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Appropriate CT cervical spine utilisation in the emergency department
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Over 40,000 CT scans are performed in our emergency department (ED) annually and utilisation is over 80% capacity. Improving medical appropriateness of CT scans may reduce total number of scans, time, cost and radiation exposure.

Methods Lean Six Sigma methodology was used to improve the process. A National Emergency X-Radiography Utilisation Study (NEXUS)-based PowerForm was implemented in the electronic health record and providers were educated on the criteria.

Results The rate of potentially medically inappropriate CT C-spine scans decreased from 45% (19/42) to 22% (9/403) (two-proportion test, p=0.002). After the intervention, there was no longer a difference between midlevel providers and physicians in the rate of medically inappropriate orders (19% vs 22%) (two-proportion test, p=0.850) compared with that before the intervention (56% vs 31%) (two-proportion test, p<0.01). Overall rates of CT C-spine scans ordered decreased from 69.3 to 62.6/week (t-test, p=0.019).

Conclusion A validated clinical decision-making tool implemented into the medical record can improve quality of care. This study lays a foundation for other imaging studies with validated support tools with similar potential improvements.

INTRODUCTION

Over 40,000 CT scans are performed annually at our hospital for approximately 75,000 emergency department (ED) patient visits. The rate of CT scans is above the national average, which ranges from 11% to 24.6%.1 It is also concerning that the CT scan utilisation rate is significantly higher than comparable hospitals, with a study from Virginia Tech demonstrating a 23.8% utilisation rate.2 Our institution is a level 1 trauma centre, comprehensive stroke centre and a regional tertiary care centre. When comparing to similar hospital systems, the CT utilisation rate is still high.2 The data raised concerns that there may have been a significant amount of unnecessary CT scans ordered in the ED.

Improving the quality and efficiency of the healthcare system is becoming increasingly important. Ensuring that CT scans are appropriately ordered has significant impact on the quality of care delivered to patients. Advanced diagnostic studies such as CT scans have an associated high cost to the patient.3 Obtaining CT scans also increases the average length of stay for patients in the ED.4 ED crowding is a national problem and has recently made its way back into the national spotlight.5 Efforts to reduce length of stay are important to help with this problem. Aside from the economic reasons to ensure medical appropriateness of CT scans being ordered, another reason to reduce unnecessary scans is reduction in radiation dose exposure, which averages 6.2 millisievert (mSV) per person in the USA annually from natural and medical sources.6 Cervical spine CT scans expose patients to between 1 and 5 mSV of radiation.7 It is generally accepted that exposure to doses >100 mSV increases risk for developing cancer.8 Reducing the number of medically inappropriate CT scans is an essential component of improving quality of patient care, as this has been a focus of the Choosing Wisely Campaign for Emergency Medicine.9

Cervical spine injuries are concerning to physicians because of the high morbidity involved.10 The prevalence of cervical spine injury ranges from 2.8% in alert patients to 7.7% in altered patients who are unevaluable.14 This prevalence is certainly not negligible given the morbidity associated with these injuries.15 Cervical spine injuries occur along a spectrum from whiplash, which has very little morbidity associated with it, to ligamentous injuries, a variety of fractures, to spinal cord injuries which can have not only morbidity but associated mortality as well.13 It is difficult to differentiate between these injuries by only the patient history.15 However, using a thorough physical examination and, when appropriate, medical imaging, providers can accurately diagnose cervical spine injuries and provide the necessary care to mitigate preventable morbidity and mortality.14

Diagnostic imaging has significantly changed the management of patients with potential cervical spine imaging.17 Cervical spine radiographs identify most fractures but are largely unable to identify ligamentous injury or spinal cord injury.16
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High-resolution CT scans, such as the 128 slice CT scanner at our institution, provide excellent sensitivity and specificity of skeletal injuries of the cervical spine and have demonstrated ability to even diagnose severe ligamentous injury. CT still lacks the power to diagnose spinal cord injury. MRI provides the best sensitivity and specificity for soft tissue injury, including ligaments, muscles and the spinal cord. However, not all medical centres are able to offer MRI. MRI is expensive and even more time consuming which would increase length of stay of patients if it became routine practice to obtain these images in the ED. The clinician needs to weigh the risks, including cost, time and radiation exposure, of each of the imaging modalities to determine what the most appropriate diagnostic test is, if any, to order for the patient.

Clinical decision tools were developed to assist providers in determining which patients need cervical spine imaging of any kind after a neck injury. The National Emergency X-Radiology Utilisation (NEXUS) group performed a study in 1998 demonstrating 99.6% sensitivity and 90.7% specificity for cervical spine injuries. Five criteria must be met in order to clinically clear the cervical spine without obtaining any imaging studies. The patient must not have posterior midline tenderness, must not have any evidence of intoxication, must demonstrate normal levels of alertness, must not have any neurological deficit and must have a painful distracting injury. This study has been validated many times and remains one of the two primary clinical decision tools regarding blunt cervical spine trauma.

The Canadian C-Spine Rule is another validated clinical decision support tool. The American College of Radiology (ACR) recommendations also support the statement that it would be medically inappropriate to order a CT C-spine on a patient that is determined to be low risk by NEXUS criteria. Currently, reimbursement is not linked to ACR ratings. However, there is impending regulation that may affect reimbursement from Medicare patients if ACR criteria are not met.

The ACR has developed criteria to rate the medical appropriateness of diagnostic imaging studies for given complaints. The rating system is a numerical system, with 1 being strongly supported and 1 being strongly recommended against by the ACR. A CT scan of the cervical spine without intravenous contrast is rated 9 if the patient fails to pass the NEXUS criteria or Canadian C-Spine Rule and rated 1 if either have been met.

Other centres have performed studies analysing this same problem, suggesting that strictly using the NEXUS criteria may reduce CT cervical spine imaging studies by up to 20%.

Strategies to reduce inappropriate imaging studies include teaching sessions, email or reminder letters with guidelines, report cards that include provider ordering practices, and computerised decision support. Stiell et al implemented real-time reminders of the Canadian C-Spine Rules on radiology requisitions in addition to education and policy changes and reported a 12.8% reduction in imaging studies for hospitals that implemented the changes. Goergen et al reported a 9.7% decrease in C-spine studies after implementation of pocket card reminders with the guidelines, teaching sessions and optional use of computerised decision support software. Of the 40% of patients that were managed by the computerised decision support tool, 36% were not appropriate for C-spine imaging.

This project was part of a quality improvement initiative by our institution. We hypothesised that improving the rate of medical imaging appropriateness will increase the quality of care being provided to patients in the ED. The purpose of this study was to reduce the number of medically inappropriate CT scans of the cervical spine by 30%.

METHODS

The project was reviewed by the local institutional review board. It was determined that the project was considered non-human subjects research. Patients or the public were not involved in the design, or conduct, or reporting or dissemination plans of our research. All non-trauma ED patients over 18 years of age met the inclusion criteria. Patients with trauma were excluded as they have a different protocol for ordering studies. Project team members included an ED and imaging manager, ED medical director, physician and resident, a nurse practitioner and quality nurse.

Our hospital uses Lean Six Sigma methodology for continuous improvement to decrease defect rates, variation and to eliminate non-value-added steps. Although initially implemented in manufacturing, General Electric and Toyota, use of Lean Six Sigma tools can effectively be used in service industries, including healthcare. The Lean Six Sigma approach is embedded within the organisation, with nearly 50% of the workforce exposed to some level of Lean Six Sigma training. The methodology was used to guide the team through each of the key decision points. In the define phase, development of a problem statement helped the team clarify the issue and determine a measurable outcome. Scoping was used to specify inclusion and exclusion criteria. Supplier, input, process, output, customer (SIPOC) analysis was used to define start and stop points, inputs needed for the process, and identified customers whose feedback on the process was needed. Collection of voice of the customer identified what is critical to have a process that is safe, timely, efficient, effective and patient centred. Those requirements identified what outcomes should be measured in the data collection plan.

In the measure phase, process mapping organised the tasks completed from different disciplines into one overall process. Measures were defined in a data collection plan and included number of CT, C-spine and face scans that were not medically appropriate as determined by physician chart review. The data collection plan also included segmentation of medically appropriate scans ordered by midlevels.
An initial chart review of a random sample of 132 CT scans of all types revealed that 33% were potentially medically inappropriate. Common themes from the initial chart review were poor documentation of the NEXUS criteria, no documentation of neck pain and that a CT scan may have been selected over an MRI due to availability in some instances. The fast-track area in the ED, mainly staffed by midlevel providers, was also identified as a potential area of concern for high rates of potentially medically inappropriate scans. The initial chart review did not have a high enough number of scans to show a statistical difference based on ordering provider training, scan type or patient acuity, therefore additional chart reviews were completed.

Further chart reviews focused primarily on CT scans of the cervical spine and CT scans of the face, as these stood out to the reviewing providers as potential areas of concern and had potential for meaningful intervention. An additional 29 CT cervical spine and 30 CT facial bones were reviewed. Altogether, 45% of the 42 C-spine studies were determined to be potentially medically inappropriate. Only 25 studies ordered by midlevel providers were in this point in the chart reviews. An additional 46 CT scans ordered by midlevel providers were reviewed to allow for better statistical power. Midlevel providers’ orders were potentially medically inappropriate 56% (40/71) of the time relative to 31% (52/166) of the orders by attending physicians (two-proportion test, p<0.01).

In the analyse and improve phases, tools used by the Lean Six Sigma process were used to determine the root cause of the problem, compare potential solutions and evaluate risk of process changes.44 45 A five why’s analysis was used to ask why medically inappropriate scans are completed and identified absence of supportive documentation. Through cause mapping, the project team discovered that documentation reason for imaging studies was poor potentially due to lack of clinical decision support, documentation not being pre-built into an electronic template and the time it takes to document.

An affinity diagram was created to organise potential solutions for documentation, education and culture. Solutions discussed included education on appropriate C-spine imaging, a refresh on NEXUS and Canadian C-spine criteria and sharing literature. Documentation solutions discussed included building the criteria into the EHR through templates and required fields, updating order sets to include imaging reasons, NEXUS criteria and required criteria. The team also discussed CT staff and nurses following up with the ordering physician when criteria was not met.

An impact effort matrix was used to determine the feasibility of potential improvements. Improvements with a lower effort to implement that had a high potential impact included building ACR select criteria into physician document management, building NEXUS rules into medical decision-making templates, education on appropriate documentation and a refresh on NEXUS criteria.

Due to billing requirements and radiology requiring additional information to support imaging studies, building criteria and rules into templates was not feasible. The team decided to implement a NEXUS-based PowerForm (figure 1). Future state process mapping helped the team organise the process change.
interventions and identify potential gaps. A rollout plan was developed to assign tasks, resources needed and a timeline. The control plan helped determine what monitoring was needed in order to keep the improvements sustained over time.

A NEXUS-based PowerForm was designed and implemented (figure 1). A lecture was prepared by two emergency medicine residents involved in the project. The lecture included information about the number of CT scans being ordered at the study site compared with similar sites, the results from the initial chart review, the NEXUS criteria including the validation studies and information about the PowerForm that was created. This was presented to the emergency medicine residents during their weekly conference. It was sent to all attending physicians and discussed at the monthly physician group meeting. It was also added into the mandatory educational training for the midlevel providers. All providers had access to the educational material. Prior to implementing the PowerForm, informational flyers were also posted at provider workstations. In-person education was performed over the first few days of the go-live period by rounding through the department and answering any questions about the study or PowerForm.

After the intervention, 403 CT C-spine orders were consecutively analysed for NEXUS compliance. Data analysis was completed using two-sample t-test to compare weekly CT utilisation pre-intervention and post-intervention. Two-proportion test was used to determine ordering differences between providers and the percent of appropriate scans pre-intervention and post-intervention. All statistical tests were performed using Minitab V.18.1. A p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
CT C-spine scans were potentially medically inappropriate 22% (90/403) of the time after the intervention based on PowerForm results, down from 45% (19/42) prior to intervention (two-proportion test; p=0.002) (figure 2). The midlevel and attending physician rates of potentially medically inappropriate orders were 19% and 22%, respectively (two-proportion test, p=0.850), no longer displaying a difference between the providers ordering the test. CT C-spine scans ordered each week decreased from 69.3 to 62.6 (two sample t-test, p=0.019) (figure 3). ED patient volume was not significantly different pre-intervention and post-intervention.

DISCUSSION
The overall number of CT C-spine scans was reduced by over the 30% project target. CT reduction was achieved through improving medical appropriateness of the orders and reducing variability between providers. Cost reductions and length of stay were not specifically evaluated in the project, but a reduction in CT scans may correlate to improvements in these areas as well. The interventions may be replicated to other imaging modalities or other diagnostic tests.

To maintain sustainability of improvements, a control plan was implemented to monitor the percent of CT scans with a documented reason as ‘other’. If more than 25% of orders had a reason documented as ‘other’, then an emergency medicine physician would complete a chart review and follow-up with 1:1 consultations with providers as needed if trends in ordering practice were identified.

Variability between providers in ordering diagnostic tests leads to poorer quality of care and inefficiencies in the medical system. The project identified a difference between midlevel and attending physicians prior to the intervention. When analysing this difference in conjunction with partners representing the group of midlevels, it was found that a knowledge deficit was likely behind this variance. The nurse practitioners and physician assistants were eager to improve their practice and incorporate clinical decision tools to make their practice not only more medically appropriate but also more efficient. After they incorporated the lecture into their continued education curriculum and the PowerForm was implemented into the medical record, the difference between attending physicians and midlevel providers was eliminated. Although not statistically significant, the trend in medically appropriate orders by midlevel providers was higher than attending physicians after the intervention. Reducing variability between providers allowed for an overall reduction in CT scans. Part of the control phase is monitoring for outlier providers who may need individual education to further reduce variability.

Discussing the project with providers after implementation revealed that, while another pop-up box and mandatory form is not ideal, it had minimal impact on the workflow during clinical shifts. There have been other ideas about how to use the PowerForm to fill the mandatory fields describing the ‘Reason for Exam’ section of the CT C-spine order. However, this was not able to be completed during the project. This is an area of potential
future improvement to not only use the PowerForm to improve the medical appropriateness of the orders but also to assist physicians in the workflow of the clinical shift.

Impact of the interventions was similar to previous studies. Stiell et al reported a 12.8% reduction in imaging studies for hospitals that implemented Canadian C-Spine Rules on radiology requisitions. Goergen et al reported a 9.7% decrease in C-spine studies, with 36% of studies not meeting criteria for imaging after implementation of pocket card reminders with the guidelines, teaching sessions and optional use of computerised decision support software. After implementation of education and a NEXUS-based PowerForm, this study found a 9.7% decrease in C-spine studies, with 22% not meeting criteria for imaging.

LESSONS AND LIMITATIONS
The analysis after the interventions were implemented was completed in a different manner than the analysis prior to the intervention. Chart reviews allow for more clinical insight rather than the assumption that all orders that had the ‘other’ option selected in the PowerForm are medically inappropriate because they did not conform with the decision rule. Without a post-intervention chart review, it is unknown whether the percent of medically appropriate orders would be changed by this ‘yes/no’ dichotomy. The intervention was based on the NEXUS criteria. The ACR gives a level 9 qualification for both the NEXUS criteria and the Canadian C-Spine Rule. The Canadian C-Spine Rule has been well validated. Numerous studies have compared the NEXUS criteria to the Canadian C-Spine Rule with mixed results. The NEXUS criteria were used in the PowerForm due to the simplicity of the criteria and the ability to translate this into a user-friendly selection list. There may be providers following the Canadian C-Spine Rule who had their orders deemed medically inappropriate. Both of these limitations may actually improve the data if additional chart reviews are completed.

Another limitation is that this study was performed only at one medical centre. Our institution has a robust quality improvement team and the implementation and maintenance of the PowerForm was not overly burdensome. The electronic medical record also allowed for easy implementation. This study design may need significant modification if implemented at a medical centre with different order processes and electronic medical records. Lack of formal evaluation of the educational approach is a potential limitation of the study.

Implications of this study for other areas of medicine are important to discuss. A well-validated clinical decision-making tool was able to be implemented into the medical chart. This generated a statistically significant decrease in CT utilisation. The study was designed as a potential template for other types of CT scans to be evaluated and potentially improved as CT of the cervical spine is not the only area of opportunity for improvement. The results of this study may carry over to other clinical decisions that have validated clinical decision-making tools. One area that may be of particular interest would be applying this study design to pediatric head trauma. The Pediatric Emergency Care Applied Research Network (PECARN) head trauma criteria could easily be written into a PowerForm, potentially having a clinically significant reduction in CT scans in a pediatric patient population. The methods of this study lend themselves to replication on any area of focus that has validated clinical decision tools. While CT of the cervical spine is only a small portion of the overall CT utilisation, any reduction in the overall
CONCLUSION
A validated clinical decision-making tool implemented into the medical record assisted in reducing medically inappropriate CT C-spine scans, decreased variability between ordering providers and decreased the total number of CT C-spine scans ordered. The PowerForm allows for long-term monitoring of results from the intervention in the control phase. Different diagnostic imaging studies may achieve similar improvements by applying this study model, further reducing the continued overall high CT utilisation rate.
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